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RWH Energy is a Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business created to provide our clients energy saving
solutions to meet and exceed their energy goals. RWH is owned and managed by military veterans; each having
served multiple combat tours around the globe. The honor, pride and commitment we provided in service to our
country are now the corner stones of our business. We have established a proven, turn-key approach to provide
significant energy reductions and overall cost savings. We assist our clients in achieving their energy goals by
measuring their overall facilities’ utility consumption, designing an energy plan, implementing Energy Conservation
Measures (ECMs) and guaranteeing energy savings. RWH also offers finance solutions to fund energy projects and
eliminate the need for any up-front capital. The payments are structured below the energy savings effectively providing
zero impact to the operational budget. In many cases we structure an immediate increase in cash flows as well.  Our
project approach begins with understanding the needs of our clients. After we have discussed project goals and
objectives RWH will conduct an initial site visit. This inspection will identify possible Energy Conservation Measures
(ECMs) and allow us the opportunity to gather enough information to provide a Preliminary Assessment (PA) report.
Once the PA is presented and ECMs are agreed upon, we will conduct a more thorough Investment Grade Audit
(IGA). Upon acceptance of the IGA, RWH will secure financing for the project and enter into the Engineering,
Procurement and Construction (EPC) phase. Upon completion of the EPC, the project is certified through
Measurement & Verification (M&V) and commissioned. RWH can also provide Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
options if requested.
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220104 Energy Savings Performance Contracts 03/31/2027 See EDGAR Certification Doc.
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Brant Deshotels COO (337) 278-9959 brant.deshotels@rwhenergy.com

Shane Osborn CEO (402) 609-0344 Shane.osborn@rwhenergy.com
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